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iPresentee releases new Keynote Themes 5.0
Published on 06/23/09
iPresentee today releases Keynote Themes 5.0 and free Keynote theme for Apple's
presentation software. Keynote Themes 5.0 includes ten brand new terrific themes: Azure,
Greenery, Blue Wave, Frozen Nature, Greenish, Ochre, Gradient Green, Orange Tree, Tones
of
Gray and Wood Planks. This collection offers a variety of presentation styles with
coordinated fonts, colors, great backgrounds, unique bullets and picture frames. This
release extends iPresentee's Keynote themes collection up to 87 themes.
Vilnius, Lithuania - iPresentee, the developer of add-ons for Apple's iWork and iLife
applications, releases Keynote Themes 5.0 and free Keynote theme to be used with Apple's
Keynote presentation software. Keynote Themes 5.0 includes ten brand new terrific themes:
Azure, Greenery, Blue Wave, Frozen Nature, Greenish, Ochre, Gradient Green, Orange Tree,
Tones of Gray and Wood Planks. Furthermore iPresentee offers to try free Keynote themes:
Tones of Gray, Chocolate, Autumn Colors, Red Cloud and Movie. The new release extends
iPresentee's Keynote themes collection up to eighty seven themes.
New Keynote Themes collection offers a variety of presentation styles with coordinated
fonts, colors, great backgrounds, unique bullets and picture frames. iPresentee Keynote
Themes collection enables Keynote users to choose the perfect theme design for any topic
of presentation. Each Keynote Theme is available in standard or HD formats. New Keynote
Themes has from seventeen to twenty one different master slide layouts.
Creating a presentation using new Keynote themes is exactly the same as creating a
presentation using the usual themes - user can add, edit, and format text; add photos or
movies; use Keynote's transitions and special effects. Keynote Themes 5.0 includes an
installer to make sure the themes end up in the right place and will be displayed in
Keynote's themes menu automatically. Furthermore iPresentee offers to download Keynote
Objects, Keynote Alphabet, Keynote Countdown Timer and five Keynote themes free of charge.
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X 10.4.3 Tiger and later
* iWork 08 or iWork 09
* 200 MB Hard Drive space
Pricing and Availability:
Keynote Themes 5.0 may be purchased for $25 (USD). Free Keynote add-ons are offered free
of charge and can be downloaded from iPresentee's website.
iPresentee:
http://www.ipresentee.com/
Keynote Themes:
http://www.ipresentee.com/iPresentee/iPresentee_-_Keynote_Themes.html
Keynote Show:
http://www.ipresentee.com/iPresentee/iPresentee_-_Keynote_Show.html

Located in Vilnius, Lithuania, iPresentee company was founded in 2007 by a group of
professional and enthusiastic IT designers. With a focus on the Mac platform, iPresentee'
perspective goal is to create high quality, easy to use and fun add-ons for Apple's iWork
and iLife applications. Copyright 2007-2009 iPresentee. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
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Apple logo, and Apple Keynote are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S.
and/or other countries.
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